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Using Film 
Electron Microscopy Core, University of Utah 

 
 
Load film into metal holders 
1.  Remove film pack from freezer 
 
2.  Warm to room temperature for a few hours (e.g. 3-4).  The warming step can be omitted, but 
less water vapor will be attracted to the film if it is open after equilibrating to room temperature. 
 
3.  Open film pack under safelight conditions or in complete darkness 
 
4.  Slide individual films into metal film holder 
-Notch in film should be in upper right hand corner (emulsion is up to face electron beam) 
-If used, extra ‘blank’ film will be approximately centered in the holder behind film 
-Try not to bend the film excessively 
-Avoid discharging static electricity, to avoid you can ground film plate or yourself, also the use 
of gloves seems to increase static 
-In general, you may wish to place notch in film on side of the holder with large cutout (notch) 
 
5.  Place loaded metal holder into inner upper section of film canister 
-In general, the large notch on metal holder should face the right side of the microscope (when 
the film canister is placed in the microscope) 
-In general, place all plates are place in canister in the same direction 
 
6.  Clip upper cover into place 
 
7.  Insert metal plate into canister to prevent light from exposing film 
 
 
Desiccate loaded film 
Water is attracted to film, and the film must be desiccated before placing in the microscope.  
Otherwise the microscope vacuum will be very poor. 
 
1.  If drying chamber is turned on and a vacuum is pulled, release vacuum to open lid 
 
2.  Place film canister into drying chamber and close release valve 
 
3.  Turn on pump 
 
4.  If necessary, open valve to pull vacuum 
-ensure vacuum is being pulled before walking away 
 
5.  Allow film to desiccate at least overnight 
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Load dessicated film into microscope (FEI Tecnai) 
1.  As quickly as possible, move film from dessication chamber (turn off pump and open release 
valve to open chamber) to the microscope.  EM films by Kodak, SO-163, are very hygroscopic.  
You may wish to complete steps 2–3 before removing film from chamber.  
 
2.  Let air into camera chamber 
-click "Camera Air" on "Vacuum" panel 
 
3.  Turn on nitrogen gas 
-very low pressure should be used, barely above zero point on out-pressure gauge 
 
4.  Be sure you have a complete canister 
-Bottom section of canister may not have been placed in desiccator  If not, clip empty bottom 
section into place. 
 
5.  Turn off or cover all lights (including computer screens) 
 
6.  Remove lid of camera chamber 
 
7.  Remove protective (against light damage) metal plates from film canister 
-Must be done in the dark 
 
8.  Place canister into camera chamber 
-ensure holes on outside of canister fit onto two rods within the chamber 
 
9.  Place lid back on camera chamber 
-beforehand ensure rubber seal is seated correctly 
-shoulder on lid goes to the back of the microscope 
-front of lid is flush 
 
10.  Lights may be turned back on 
 
11.  Pull vacuum on camera chamber 
-Press "Camera Air" on "Vacuum" panel 
-Turn off nitrogen gas 
 
12.  Check that pressure in camera chamber is dropping 
-Camera vacuum should come down from 99 (red) to around 86 within 2-3 mins.  If it does not, 
the lid is not seated correctly. 
-Press "Camera Air" again, reset film canister (lights off) and lid of camera chamber 
-Repeat step 11 
-If you don’t wait till the vacuum comes down, (and it stays stuck on 99,) the scope will keep 
trying to pull a vacuum and will then shut down the microscope. 
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Remove film from microscope (FEI Tecnai) 
1.  Let air into camera chamber 
-click "Camera Air" on "Vacuum" panel 
 
2.  Turn on nitrogen gas 
-very low pressure should be used, barely above zero point on out-pressure gauge 
 
3.  Turn off or cover all lights (including computer screens) 
 
4.  Remove lid of camera chamber 
 
5.  Remove Film Canister 
 
6.  Place protective (against light damage) metal plates into film canister 
-Must be done in the dark 
-Because this is done in the dark, to ensure you have covered your exposed or unexposed film, 
insert two slides (metal plates) into film canister.  If properly placed, the two slides will be 
separated by less than 1 cm. 
 
7.  Replace canister (if desired) and chamber lid 
-see "loading film" instructions (above) 
 
8.  Turn on vacuum to camera chamber 
-see "loading film" instructions (above) 
 
 
Developing Kodak SO-163 Film for Cryo-EM 
1.  Be in a darkroom in either total darkness or a safelight appropriate for your film 
 
2.  Remove films from metal holders and place in developing rack 
-Avoid discharging static electricity, to avoid you can ground film plate or yourself, also the use 
of gloves seems to increase static 
 
3.  Place film in full strength (non-diluted) Kodak D-19 developer for 12 minutes 
 
4.  Place film in water for 1 minute 
 
5.  Place film in fixer for 8 minutes (4 min. in Kodak Rapid Fixer) or longer 
-film can stay in fixer for a longer time 
-(Optional) test fixer by placing unexposed film in fixer solution.  Film should "clear" in one-half 
of the allotted time. 
 
6.  Place film in water bath for 30 min. or longer 
 
7.  Dry films 
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